
Orblue Announces the Launch of its New Taco
Holder
MIAMI, FL., U.S.A., November 22, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The
recently launched Orblue Taco Holder comes in a pack of three, at
a price that won’t hurt your wallet.

A Miami based kitchen tools provider, Orblue, has introduced its
latest product that is winning over its competitors. Orblue has been
committed to providing top-notch products to its customers and
making lives easier since 2013, when it was originally founded. The
recently launched Orblue Taco Holder comes in a pack of three for
$15.97, and is capable of handling three tacos each, or even four if
flipped over. 

The Taco Holder has an attractive, professional look, which makes
it even more appealing. In addition, the stainless steel body
provides excellent resistance against corrosion, making it durable as well as long lasting. The plastic
coating on each of the taco shells  enhances grip and protects from scratches. Along with tacos, the
fashionable kitchen tool can also handle burritos, wraps, hotdogs, tortillas, and roll ups. The strong
grip and efficient design will make sure your favorite filling remains in the right place. 

Orblue has paid particular attention to the taco holder’s standard size. The Miami-based company has
made sure these holders fit on a standard sized plate to give it a professional look for presentation.
This smart holder grips the tacos efficiently while holding them upright.  It’s also dishwasher safe.

This effective kitchen gadget is just a click away. A pack of three can be bought at Amazon.com for
just $15.97. 

About the Company: 

Orblue was initially founded in 2013 conceived with the aim of providing efficient solutions to old
kitchen practices. It has been successful in solving a huge number of  kitchen drawbacks by
introducing a wide range of easy-to-use and time-saving products. Orblue has always kept track of
their customer needs which help it to focus on creating solutions to make everyday kitchen life a little
better.  
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This press release can be viewed online at: http://www.einpresswire.com
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